"CHANGING LIVES BEHIND BARS
ONE BOOK AT A TIME!"

"Remember those that are in prison as if bound with them. Hebrews 13:3"
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...Cast your bread upon the waters.

Like a stone thrown into a lake causing a ripple effect, truth filled-literature distributed to prisoners may influence many lives for years to come.

One book may be read by many inmates who share their new found faith with fellow prisoners and their family members.

PLEASE VISIT OUR WEBSITE AT
WWW.UPMI.ORG

PLANTING SEEDS OF TRUTH IN PRISON
Richard Bland conducting intensive Bible studies with inmates.
Friday afternoon a prison in Alabama

Thank you for partnering with us in providing an opportunity for prisoners to receive the Gospel Message. Our goal to distribute truth-filled literature daily to prisoners is crucial to combat...

Blessed is he whose transgression is forgiven, whose sin is covered. Psalm 32:1,2.

Blessed is the man unto whom the Lord imputeth not iniquity, and in whose spirit there is no guile. Psalm 32:1,2.

The war against crime starts in a prisoner’s heart. It is important to introduce inmates to the Word of God while they are incarcerated to effectively combat crime.

God made man and He alone can change a man’s heart.

After an inmate receives hope and freedom in Christ, a transformation occurs.

Without the opportunity to meet Christ behind bars, inmates will leave with not only their pockets empty, but also their hearts.

Prisons do not rehabilitate. Returning to a life of crime is prevalent among newly released inmates who have not met Christ while incarcerated.

We need your help in spreading His Gospel Message behind bars. Thank you for your support. Lives are being changed everyday!

As in the parable of the sower (Matthew 13), UPMI continues to scatter the seeds of truth because of your giving. Inmates who receive the Gospel Message of love, forgiveness, and hope in eternal life have an opportunity to receive true rehabilitation.

Without this opportunity men and women in prisons simply have no other choice but to continue in the sins that brought them to prison in the first place.

Let us be mindful of our responsibility to reach out to prisoners.

...And ye visited me. (Matthew 25)
**THE ANSWER TO CRIME IS CHRIS**

No more chains to bind men and women behind bars spiritually.

It's an affordable way to give; one book (just $1) may be read by many prisoners who share their new found hope with fellow prisoners and their family members.

**Like Manna from Heaven**

“Praise the Lord. I was so happy when I received the two books, *Bible Questions & Answers*, and *The Desire of Ages*. I can't thank UPMI enough, but I sure can let UPMI know that I deeply appreciate... [the books]! These books have come to me like manna from heaven. They were just what I needed, at just the right time.

I prayed fervently for guidance. That's when I came across UPMI's *Bible Questions & Answers* book... I have even stopped drinking coffee... I need to start treating my body more like a temple... I'm very eager to [complete] your thirty-two Bible lesson study! I'm very grateful!"

*D.J., Prisoner*

**THIS HOLIDAY SEASON GIVE THE GIFT THAT CHANGES LIVES FOR ETERNITY!**

Help us break the shackles that bind inmates spiritually by following God's command to preach the Gospel throughout the world. Help us provide Christian materials to prisoners and their family members.

...And then shall the end come. (Matthew 24:14)

This holiday season let's give the gift that changes an inmate’s heart for eternity. Please send in your pledge today. For just $10 a month lives can be forever changed behind bars. Thank you for your support!

**MIRACLE MEDIA CENTER**

We are challenged by Isaiah 54:2-3 (NASB): "Enlarge the place of your tent: Stretch out the curtains of your dwellings, spare not... For you will spread abroad to the right and to the left.” With this as our driving force to share the life-changing testimonies taking place in prisons in North America and around the world through television broadcasts, we are spreading our wings by developing a Miracle Media Center.

We now have the opportunity to save thousands of dollars, reach hundreds of thousands of people, and produce quality broadcasts, while meeting technical requirements of the media with our High Definition Media Center.

We are grateful for the tremendous response this year which catapulted us in the development of the Miracle Media Center. Your prayers and support in this area of our ministry is greatly needed and appreciated.

Currently UPMI’s *Changing Lives From The Inside* is broadcast on Safe TV, and Hope TV. Witness hundreds of testimonies of lives changed by the Word of God behind bars.

(Check broadcast dates and times on our website www.upmi.org).

For contributions or to order life-changing books, visit our secure website at www.upmi.org

Or call us at 1.888.876.4123 - We accept

**PLEASE CALL TODAY FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT OUR TRUST AND ANNUITIES SERVICES**

Our Office hours are: Monday - Thursday 8:30 am to 5:00 pm & Friday 8:30 am to 3:00 pm (CST)

UPMI PO BOX 8 VERBENA ALABAMA 36091 TEL 205.795.4744 FAX 205.795.4774

EMAIL OFFICE@UPMI.ORG

REGISTER TODAY ON OUR WEBSITE TO RECEIVE OUR E-NEWSLETTER